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CHAPTER I 
INTRODUCTION 
I. Statement of the Problem 
The purpose of this study is to determine if student problems 
that are now handled by the junior high school guidance staff were, 
in fact, already in existence at the elementary school level. A 
second purpose of this study, resulting from the first., will be to 
indicate the need fol', and valu.e of~ guidance personnel at the 
elementary school level. 
2. Justification of the Problem 
In recent years there has been an increasing acceptance of the 
need for, and the value of, guidance pe:rsonnel in the secondary school 
systems. Each year more and more secondary school systems are eithel' 
originating a guidance program Ol' improving an already existing one. 
The growth of guidanc.e programs. in the secondary schools has come 
about because w::e have finally realized and accepted the facts that:. 
1. Many of our secondary school students have se:rious problems. 
2. Many of these problems cannot be solved by the unaided student. 
3.. The school has the responsibility of aiding the students in the 
soiving of these problems. 
4. The aid of specialized guidance personnel is often required 
t.o provide the student with the professional help he needs in 
solving his particular problem. 
Bostonlun1vers1ty 
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It is. most. unfo:rtunate, howeve:r, that a simila:r growth has not 
taken place in elementary school guidance p:rograms for even at the 
elementa:ry scho-ol level we find that:. 
l. Many of our elementary school children have serious p:roblems. 
2. Many of these p:roblems cannot be solved by the unaided child. 
3 •. The school has the :responsibility of aiding the child in 
solving his problem •. 
4. The aid of specialized guidance pe:rsonnel is often :requi:red 
t.o provide the student with the p:rofessional help he needs 
in solving his pa:rticular problem. 
Anothe:r :reason, a. most important reason, fo:r guidanc.e at the elementary 
school level is. because it. is. believed that many of the p:roblems that 
a:re now handled by the secondary school guidance staff we:re already in 
existence at the elementa:ry school leveL. jj 
Ervin and Ma:ry Detjen haye stated that.:. 
•IMost emotional maladjustments oxiginate early in life 
and become mo:re deep-rooted and more difficult to beat as time 
goes on. Problems that have thei:r source in childhood should not. 
be allowed to continue into adolescence and young adulthood. The 
sooner :remedial measures. can be taken, the mo:re effective they 
will .be and the less t.ime they will :require. •r: 
Thus, by denying to our elementa:ry school child:ren the resou:rces of a 
guidance p:rogram we are:. 
1.. Fo:rcing them to st:ruggle unaided with problems. and malad-
justments, until they receive the necessary p:rofessional help 
from the gUidance staff at the junior high school. 
j]E:rvin Winfred Detjen, and Mary Fo:rd Detjen, Elementa:ry .School Guidance, 
McGraw...:.Hill Book Company, Inc., 1952., p. vii 
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2. Giving their problems and maladjustments the opportunity 
to become more deep-root.ed and difficult to treat as each 
year goes. by without. professional help. 
This study will provide the following: 
1. .Information as to when and where student. problems arise. 
2.. Evidence as. t.o the carry-over of student. problems from 
the elementary school to the junior high school. 
3. Evidence as to the need for, and value of, guidance pe.rscmnel 
at the elementary school level. 
3. Analysis of the Problem 
The notable growth and expansion in gUidance programs, staffs and 
services in our junior high schools is mute evidence that today many of 
our junior high school students have problems which require the help of 
the guidance personnel.. 
It would seem that many of these problems that are now handled by 
the guidance staff of the junior high school are carried over from the 
elementary school. These are the problems that had their o:dgin at the 
elementary school level, persisted throughout elementary school, and 
into the junior high school where the child either sought the help of 
the ·guidance personnel or was. referred to the gUidance department in 
o:rder to obtain their professional help in solving his problem •. 
A large number of these problems could have been solved, or a·t 
least alleviated, if gUidance personnel had been available at the 
elementary s.chool le:vel .. 
4. Soope of the. Study 
This study was conduc.ted in a New England town near Boston, 
Massachusetts, whioh although considered a leader in the high quality 
and extensiveness: of its educational facilities, does not provide a 
guidance prog·ram at the elementary school level. 
This study is concerned only with seventh grade students at. 
the junior high school. It was agreed by the writer~s advisor and 
the members of the Seminar in Guidance and Counseling Course that: 
I.. This grade level would provide the most accu:rate information 
as to the carry-over of problems from the elementary school 
to the ju:nior high school. 
2. The inclusion of problems of students at the other grade levels 
would not be as relevant or pertinent. and would extend the 
study far beyond its original intent.. 
This study is concerned only with those: students who have been 
clients of the jtmio:r high school guidance staff.. This is necessary in 
order that the guidance department might inform the writer of the problem 
presented to them by the junior high school students~ 
This study is concerned only with those students for whom a 
permanent record of their school cai'eer is available.. This is necessary 
in order that an investigation of their records might be made to discover 
evidence of the existence of the problem at the elementary school level. 
CHAPTER II 
REVIEW OF THE LITERATURE 
1. Need fox Guidance at Elementary School Level 
Guidance is not a new term in education yet it is only in 
comparatively recent years that we begin to find acceptance of 
the need for, and value of, guidance at the elementary school 
level. Previous to this, guidance was accepted to be solely within 
the province of the secondary school. Howevex, excerpts from the 
following authors will serve to indicate the recent thinking as to 
the need for guidance at the elementary school level. All excerpts are 
set forth as follows. Direct quotations not over three typewritten 
lines are enclosed in quotation marks and run into the text. Direct 
quotations of more than three typewritten lines are set off in a 
separate paragraph; or paragraphs, indented four spaces, single spaced 
and enclosed in quotations. Paraphrases are double spaced and are not 
enclosed in quotation marks. 
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· Arbuckle states that ·~nother misconception that is rapidly 
disappearing is that guidance should take place only in the secondary 
school.n He goes on to say~ 
••rt is true of course, that the vocational aspect of 
guidance that takes place in the elementary school is largely 
incidental. That does not mean, however, that we can afford 
to have guidance in the elementary school be either haphazard 
or incidental. There are troubled children in grade 2 just 
as there are troubled youths in grade 11; there are frustrated 
Marys 1 in grade 6 being asked to learn a skill faster than they 
can possibly learn it, just as frustrated Marysr in grade 10 
are expected to master abstract lea:rning that is beyond them; 
for every John in grade 12 who is under stress because of his 
home situation there is a John in grade 4 who is under equal 
l/Dugald S. Arbuckle, Guidance and Counseling in the Classroom, Allyn 
and Bacon, Inc., Boston, 1957, pp. 11-12 
stress; for every bi'g girl who is becoming increasingly 
maladjusted because of a neurotic secondary school teacher, 
there is some little girl who is just as certainly becoming 
maladjusted beoause of a neurotic: elementary school teacher.-
If a choice had to be made, guidance in the elementary school 
might be more important than guidance in the secondary school. 
Here, in the elementary school, the groove is cut not.quite 
so deep, and certain C'ausative factors are not quite as 
tangled and remote. •t; y 
Price in his Doctor's Dissertation says: 
~r.rt seems that there are several functions of guidance 
which are particularly pertinent to the elementary school period •. 
At least these are functions which cannot just as well be post-
poned until a later period.. These functions are:. 
1. 
2 •. 
3. 
4. 
Help the C'hild to adjust himself to the situation in 
which he finds himself in school and out •. 
Help the pupil to develop the ability to make as 
intelligent choices as possible. 
Help the pupil to obtain the information necessary for 
the making of intelligent choices. 
The accumulat.ion of data in order that guidance may be 
more adequately given. 
Help the pupil to discover himself. t( 
]} 
This viewpoint was also expressed by former Superintendent Reed 
of the Minneapolis schools when he stated that:. 
n:rn the past it has been customary to consider guidance 
a function of the secondary school. In actual practice., guidance 
on the secondary level is too lat.e to help many children. They 
are already misfits, they are discouraged in: school work, and 
they have formed habits and attitudes which can be overcome only 
with the greatest difficulty.'( 
6/R. H. Price) Unpublished Poctor~s Dissertation~ PUpil Personnel 
Guidance in the Ele.mentary Schools; The Ohio State University, 1932, 
cited in Guidance Manual For Elementary Schools For Grades I-VI 
Guidance Manual Number Four, Columbia Public Sohools, Columbia,. Missouri, 
1936, p. 2. . 
]}carroll R. Reed, The Journal of Education, Vol. 118, October 2.1, 1935, 
cited in Guidance Manual For Elementary Schools. For Grades I-Vi 
Guidance Manual Number Four, Columbia Public Schools, Columbia, Missouri, 
1936, pp ~ 2.-3. 
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More recently Martins.on and Smallenbu:rg asserted that: 
'r;r'he elementary school is in a unicrue.ly favorable 
position to provide guidance services for the child and to 
insure the conservation of learning potential. It has 
certain advantages and characteristics which facilitate the 
contributions that planned guidance services can make. u, 
They go on tG list the following advantages of providing 
guidance service.s at the elementary school level: 
1. One factor in favor of a positive 'guidance: program at 
the elementary level is the age group of the children. 
The yery fact that they are young enables the persons 
interested in guidance to emphasize a preventive as well 
.as remedial approach. These persons feel that guidance 
programs pointed toward parent-teacher understanding of 
children will do much to prevent difficulties, or to 
erase incipient problems. 
2. Another advantage in elementary guidance is the closeness 
of association among the parent, child, and teacher. The 
parent is more willing and more able to work with the school 
than he may be at the secondary level. He approaches his 
contacts with school personnel on a positive basis since 
any existing remedial heeds are comparatively recent in 
origin. The teacher, who is. in constant contact with the 
child during the year, may work with the parent to meet 
.1/Ruth Martinson and Harry Smallenburg-, Guidance in Elementary 
School, Prentice~f!all In:c .• , New Jersey, 1958, pp. xiii-xv. 
needs which, if unfulfilled, could become problems of a 
serious nature. They may use resou:rce persons who will 
assis.t them in '(catching them young and bringing them up 
right .. t( 
The close personal association between teacher and pa:rent 
is unique to the elementary school; it decreases a-j:; the 
secondary level, with the advent of departmentalization. 
The normal increase of independence, too, diminishes the 
possibility of children working with adults, or of their 
wanting adults even to be seen together discussing them 
and their problems. Elementary school children accept 
parent-teacher conferences more objectively, with more 
pleasure and with much less reserve than the secondary 
student., 
3. A third advantage in favor of the guidance program in the. 
elementa:ry school is related to the remedial problems 
encountered. The elementary child has developed certain 
behavior patterns, it is true. The patterns, however, are 
not of as. long duration as. those of the adolescent. The 
elementa:ry child is less likely to have a reputation to 
live down., or to live up to. He is not invol yed in groups, 
especially at the prima:ry level, with the intense peer 
concerns of the high school groups... With assistance of 
the proper kind,. he may make adjustments in less time than 
8-
9. 
if difficulties are allowed to become aggravated. 
4. A fourth advantage is. that of contact between the teacher 
and child. Because the teacher works with the child 
consistently throughout the school day,. she is not limited 
to the presentation of curriculum materials~ but is able to 
interest herself in his total growth. She is able to see 
him in many situations and in many relationships. She can 
plan adjustments for special limitations and capabilities, 
as needs arise. 
5. A final advantage is related to 'the sensitivity of teachers 
to children and their needs. Increased training and 
professionalizatien of teachers of the elementary level 
have added to the awareness of needs. fo:r special materials, 
techniques, and resources in guidance. The modern teacher 
is concerned first with children. She uses the program 
and all school facilities for them, and not on them. Because. 
of this primary intere.st, the teacher is an enthusiastic and 
highly important partner in the guidance process. 
In addition to the above advantages of a planned guidance program 
'Y 
at the elementary school level, Martinson and Smallenburg also 
indicate that the question of initiation is very important in planning 
a guidance program. There have been many discussions on when a guidance 
program should be initiated. On one side of ihe question are those 
who have contended that since the elementary teacher has a very 
cJose and constant relationship with her children~ the planned 
program might be delayed until the secondary leveL On the other 
hand, others have :felt that the need :for guidance does nort occur at 
a given age: or giyen grade level, but exist rather throughout life, 
and,- therefore, throughout the school career o:f the individual. 
Although the need for guidance varies greatly with the· individual, 
the need does exist throughout the grades. If teachers can operate 
in a guidance-centered atmosphere from the time that a child enters 
school, it may mean that some problems will be eliminated or at least 
alleviated. Ce:rttaihly a well-planned guidance program at the elementary 
level would be of great assistance to the secondary school, and would 
in all probability, even serve to cut some: of the. costs of guidance 
at the secondary and adult levels, through early prevention. 
A planned guidance program should make many contributions of 
value to the child, teacher,. school,· and community. A child whose 
needs are known and met intelligerrtly is able to work positively and 
efficiently within the school. The teacher who understands him is 
able to make special plans for him within the group. She is better 
able, through understanding,. to operate on a mati:U'e plane in dealing 
with diffioul t situations.. The community reaps several benefits:. 
closer understanding of their childrerr at all ages, prevention and 
correction of difficulties which if uncorrected could create serious 
social problems, and increased understanding of the total school program .. 
1.0 
The most important goal of the school ·guidance program and its 
main objective is the adjustmen-t of the pupils, and, therefore, the 
increased efficiency of the educational program. Pupils who, have 
plans made specifically· fm: them, with their social and emotional 
well-being foremost, should be those bes.t equipped to take advantage 
of the school offerings.. The result, therefore, should be a saving 
of: (1) wear and tear on the neryous systems ·of teachers, (2) need 
for intensive future remediation, and (3) time and money. 
!d 
Stoops lists the following as important reasons why guidance 
services are essential to meet the needs of elementa:ry~le'Vel children: 
1. A larger percentage of children attend the. elementary school 
than the higher levels; hence,. the goal Of •(education for 
all the children of all the people't:: is more attainable .. _ 
2. The formative years are the most impo:rtant in the growth and 
development of the child" 
3., The environment is frequently mo:re easily manipulated;· 
behavior patterns are less rigid, a.nd parents are .more 
readily brought into conference with teachers and administrators. 
Elementary-age children par:ticularly need emotional and social 
guidance. Some of the guidance services are designed in the following 
ways" 
1. Every child is assu:red of successful exper:iences. 
2./Emery Stoops, Guidance Services, McGraw-Hill Book Company., Inc., 
New York, 1959; p. 111 
11· 
2.. The program provides emotional security. 
3. The program provides corrective and preventive services. 
4.. A pride of good-workmanship and respect for work and effort 
is developed in pupils. 
5. An acceptance of self is developed. 
6-: A sense of belonging is developed. 
1) 
Humphreys and Traxler· state that: 
'r::For decades::~ teacher$ in the elementary grades have aided 
theii' pupils in adjusting themselves to their problems.. AI though 
these teachers have: been most conc.erned with training pupils in 
the essential skills and content fields, they have rende:red aid 
in nonacademic as well as academic fields both inside and outside 
the classroom~ Fo:r this :reason, some elementary schools were 
slow to :recognize that pupils should have special servic.es ove:r 
and .above those no:rmally p:rovided by classroom teachers. As 
recognition of this need has grown, howeve:r., elementary schools 
have employed school psychologists, adjustment teachers, and 
child guidance worke:rs to give attention to the whole child and 
to his special needs and wants. n; 
They also point out that guidance seryices in the elementa:ry 
school are just as. important as those in high school and college. 
That some of the most. skillful guidance to be found anywhe:re is car:ried 
on at the elementa:ry school level because. at these ve:ry early levels 
Of schooling there is an intimate :relationship between: teache:r and 
pupils which provides the teache:r with an excellent opportunity to 
integ:rate personne.l wo:rk and daily olass:room activities. 
Be:rnard,. James, an:d Ze:rarfV have stated the need for guidance 
1/J. Anthony Humphreys and Arthur E •. Traxle:r, Guidance Services, 
Science Research Associates, Inc.,. Chicago,: 1954, pp. 11, 84 • 
.§/Harold Wright Be:rna:rd, C .. Evan James., and Franklin R. Zeran, 
Guidance Services in Elementary Schools, Chartwell House, Inc., New 
York, 1954, p~ 10 · 
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at the elementary school level as_ follows:. 
"Education for all the children of all the people and 
the belief in individual diffe:rences p:resents mahy p:roblems. 
Learning by the child is an indiVidual ma.tte:r; thus teaching 
mus.t be on an individual basis regardless of the number of 
pupils in the classroom. 
G:rowing up mentally; physically, soCially, ahd emotionally 
creates many p:roblems for the elementary school child. Hard as 
it is for the teacher to understand the child, it is sometimes 
harder for the child to lihderstand himself in'this growing up 
process. 
A group of· organized services called guidance services are 
valuable aids to the teacher and the pupil. These services 
consist of:, analysis of the individual, counseling, information 
(environmental, in natUre and dealing w~th personal, social, 
occupational, and educational data); adjustment,. and follow-up. 
The use of these seryices aid the teacher and the. pupil in 
analyzing abilities, aptitudes, limitations, interests, and 
attitudes, thus as.sisting the pupil in understanding him.s elf, 
in developing to his maximum cap ad ty, and in becoming a well~ 
adjusted citizen in our democratio society.•~; 
2/ 
Elsbree: and McNally believe that developments have taken place 
in the field of education which hav-e ino:rease.d. awareness of the need 
fo::c guidance in elementary' schools.. They stat.e that:- ''Puring the 
first half of this centu::cy a mnnber of developments occurred in the 
field of education which culminated in the concept of a deliberately 
organized program of guidance in elementary schools • .'( They list the 
developments as:. 
1. Changing concepts of education 
Educators now speak of adjusting the educational program to 
individual differences;- of fos.tering children,s social 
- 13 
2/Willard Soc Elsb::cee and Harold J. McNally_,. Elementary School Adminis-
t::cation and Supervision, Americ.an Book Company, New Yo::ck, 1959, pp. 321-324. 
emotional,: and physical gJ?owth, as well as their 
intellectual growth; of •(educating the whole child. t( 
Mo:re. and more, the emphasis .is that of adjusting the 
school p:rogram to the child, rather than the converse .. 
In an education program oorrceiyed in these terms it is 
obvious. that the function of gi1idance is implicit. 
2. Ihc:reased knowledge of child growth and development 
Researches by JS.rsild,. Olson, Havighu:rst, Gesell, Buhler, 
Prescott, and others have. indicated the fact that children 
are not just little adults; that they live in a childts 
world of successive growth stages in which problems of 
adjustment can be every bit as critical for them and their 
deye.lopment as. adult problems can be for adults~ Childhood 
fears in a child-sized world loom la:rge.. Such fears and 
anxieties not only can interfere. with school learning, they 
can lead to emotional difficulties that will reduce or 
totally destroy the indiyidualts ability to make a successful 
adjustment t.o life throughout his youth and adulthood. It' 
is not difficult to understand how such findings and insights 
lend urgency to the problem of providing ·guidance for children 
ih elementary schools. 
3. Greater knowledge of individual differences and growing 
awareness of their implications 
Research has documented the vast ranges which exist in ability, 
school achievement, preferences and aversions, fears and hopes, 
ambit.ions and anxieties, initiative, personality, ethics, 
and the whole complex of somatic factors. Our schools have 
not yet realiz.ed in their practice to any great de·gree, the 
implications cif these differences. The classroom teacher's 
truly formidable task of developing and operating an 
educational program for twenty to forty highly unique 
individuals is one in which guidance is certainly implicit. 
4 .. , Changes in family responsibilities and relationships 
In the United States large closely knit families living 
together are rare today"' :j?arents usually are dependent upon 
outside.-the-<home employment fol: their income; in many cases 
employment changes necess.i tate moving several times 
-15 
(frequently for cbnsiderable distances) dur·ing their childrents 
growing years. Hence,. the children often have no community 
which is truly their own. Most children, even those. who 
live on fa.rms, have _few responsibilities at home ec:ruivalent 
to the household: chores of previous generations. And 
because of employment hours. or commuting hours,- children in 
many families spend very litt.le time together ·with their parents .. 
Hence, the scope and variety of instruction and g-uidance 
formerly supplied in the family unit have diminished sharply. 
Yet such instruction and guidance is highly necessary in the 
growth of a child. Since the school is the only other 
institution with close and extended association with all 
children, it has assumed many of the educational 
responsibilities of whic,h the home is now in default. 
5. Accelerating pace of social change 
Glose:ly related to the fore,going is the present 
dizzying pace of social change. The 9eneration which 
saw the advent of the automobile and the airplane, the 
initiation; bf the commercial telephone service, the 
es.tablishmen:t of medicine as a profession, and which 
was taught that the atom was immutable and indivisible 
. has lived to travel in airborne jetliners, to watch on 
16 
its television sareens ~.vents happening thousands of miles 
away, to see the conquest of formerly dreaded killer diseases, 
and has seen the now divided atom destroy entire ci tie.s, power 
a submarine, and open new realms in medicine and astro-physics. 
All around us familiar cultural landmarks are breaking loose, 
engendering insecurity, anxiety,. and bewilderment. The 
impact of fantastically rapid change upon customs,. mores, 
and social relationship has been tremendous, and is as yet 
inadequately assessed. 
These, then, are. a few of the reasons underlying the growth of 
organized guidance programs in elementary schools. Unfortunately, 
however, few workers in elementary education are prepared to work in 
the field of guidance. In the great majority of elementary schools 
there is no deliberate and co--ordinated program of guidance, although 
it is true that many good teachers. have always given guidance of 
a sort to their pupils. 
Another author who has. written on the subject of guidance 
1Q/ 
at the elementary school ·revel is Willey ·who asserts that: 
•l'Guidance in the elementary school requires an organismic 
growth concept, that, is, a consideration of the whole child, 
where any one phase of growth becomes an integral part of the 
organismts development. With such a concept guidance is thus 
concerned with physical, mental, emotional, and educational 
needs. All effort is directed toward the promotion of optimal 
growth and adjustment to life as a whole. 
Because children in the elementary school are still 
relatively immature in their personality growth, they are 
impressionable and flexible in their responses to experience. 
In the elementary school there is virtual freedom from the 
pressures of making a living and vocational t:raining; thus 
the school can concent:rate on the development of a desirable 
personality. It is here that we can focus attention on the 
behavior of child:ren rather than upon subject matter. Such 
behavior is determined by the interrelationship of physical, 
mental, social, and emotional growth. Studies of individual 
development have emphasized the importance of childhood 
experiences in their effect upon behavior later on.. Fu:rther-
more, the effect of emotion on thinking and motivation be·gins 
at an early age and continues throughout life. The emotional 
feeling about· self is. as important for learning as the physical 
environment of the c.lassroom or the teaching techniques of the 
instructor. r( 
1JJ 
Gesell in his book The Guidance of Mental Growth in Infant 
and Child, clearly and definitely indicates thB need for, and value 
of, guidance du:ring childhood. Some of his statements concerning 
this. are as follows: 
iQ/Roy De. Veri Willey, Guidance in Elementary Education, Harpe:r & 
Brothers, New York, 1952, p. 4. 
11/A:rnold Gesell, The Guidance of Mental Growth in Infant and Child, 
The Macmillian Company, 1930, p. 11. 
n.The close of the nineteenth century witnessed the 
.establishment of the principle of safe guarding the physical 
health of the new born child. The twentieth century, and most 
notably the present decade of the twentieth century, witnesses 
the broadening of this principle to include a comprehensive 
developmental supervision concerned with mental as well as 
physical health. Early mental g:r_owth demands protection. •< 
w 
Gesell also states that: 
1
'Bocia:l provisions fo:r handicapped p:reschQol children are 
today in the same rudimentary stage of development as was the 
·education of exceptional children a generation ago_. rt is not 
·probabl~ that the manifold problems of proteoting the mental 
welfare of these handicapped young children will be solved 
chiefly through child caring institutions. The problems are 
so intricately and· intimately intertwined with family life, 
that the muchneeded as:sistah.ce must come through individualized 
guidance s.e:rvice. If the problems seem discouragingly difficult, 
we have but to recall the status of infant nutrition a generation 
ago. The greate:r protection of physical growth has been achieved 
through highly individualiz.ed methods of supervision and guidanc.e. 
Comparable results can be obtained in the protection of mental 
growth by comparable, though modifie·d, procedu:res .. 
Any careful psychological survey of a large group of 
kindergarten ahd prekindergarten children will reveal an 
appreciable number who .are in need of special educational pro-
vis.ions. A simple classification would list these children as 
follows: (1) thos.e of subnorma1 intelligence ~ the retarded, 
borderline, and mentally deficient. (2) those with sensory 
or motor defects ~. the blind and near~blind, the deaf and near-
deaf, the c.rippled. (3) those with defect. of speech or of 
conversational attitude. (4) those with faulty personal habits 
of eating,. sleeping, rest, play, elimination. (5) those with 
faulty emotional or personality trends ~ the overtimid, the 
overaggressive, the overfearful, overdependent, jealous and 
negative.-
Children from all of these five classes will be foun.d at 
infant welfare stations, at preschool consultation centers, in 
nurseries. and kindergartens. Children of the third, fourth,. and 
fifth subdivisions., in particular, are enrolled in the kindergarten. 
How can we remove somewhat the neglect and the mis\lnderstanding 
from which too many suffer? 
li/Ibid., pp. 238~240 •. 
1_8 
There can be no simple solution.. It is idle to suggest 
that special children should be grouped in spec.ial schoolrooms. 
We must heed the teaching of the fable of the sticks and break 
this vast problem into individual units. We must discover 
the children early1 select those who most need special guidance, 
and· develop flexible:· faqili ties which will focus on the parent 
as. well as the child. The various techniques of child ·guidance 
which are being developed in connection with habit clinics and 
nuxse.ry schools furnish concrete suggestion of how individual 
preschool guidance measures may be ac'hieved. u, 
w . 
Further on in his book Gesell · asserts that: 
•trt is important that methods of individual guidance should 
be developed within the public school systems as well as in 
connection ·with. infant welfa:reand child health centers.'( 
w 
Finally Gesell · states that: 
"Preventive mental hygiene must begin early to accomplish 
maximum results"' It J.s becoming increasingly apparent that in 
the plr<Dtection of mental welfare, as well as physical welfare, 
society .must concentrate its basic effort. upon infancy and 
early childhood.';; 
1Q/ 
Helen Heffexman,. a director of elementary education, points 
out that: (1) many individuals who later become diff:icult problems 
in society have already given evidence of their maladjustments during 
elementary school years; (2) society is s.till inclined to wait until 
the individual has become a social or psychiatric failure before taking 
action;· (3) there is hardly an experienced teacher who has not . 
accuxately predicted difficulty ahead for an individual; (4), the 
conditions which make for later maladjustment for crime and mental 
breakdown are evident early in life;· (5) it is impossible to estimate 
Wibid~, P· 249 
g/Ibid. , p. 253 
l.Q/Helen Hefferman, The Principal ~'s Responsibility in Guidance, Tenth 
Yearbook, The California Elementary School Principal ~'s· Association,. 
1938, P• 4 
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the savings to society from intelligent preventive g,Dtidance programs 
in early years. 
2. The Need for Guidance Specialists 
Guidance personnel at the secondary leyel have been an accepted 
part of the educational scene for many years. The vocational guidance 
movement and the departmental organization of the secondary schools 
made the addition of specialized -§U:i:dance workers. logical and necessary. 
With many teachers having only limited contact with their students, 
the guidance worker bec.ame the staff person within the school who 
could best work with the: students.. The ma.ny and varied specializations 
of the high school staff members meant that their preparations for 
dealing with guidance problems and services differed greatly •. 
It has been only recently that guidanc.e workers in any numbers 
have provided guidance services at the elementary school level"' In 
years past the guidanc.e worker in the elementary school has been the 
te.acher, who relied upon the judgment and action of the princ.ipa.l 
when her own efforts failed. :Cn the past~ when little was known of 
growth differenc.es, and subject matter was forc.ed on all children, 
regardless of individual differences, in regular, methodical amounts, 
teac.hers had little need for guidanc.e servic.es as we know them today. 
our mcreasing knowledge of children with their wide variations in 
growth, the growing realization of the o-omplexity a.nd·differe.nces of 
personality development,: the eyol vement of todays modern s.chool program 
2() 
with its emphasis upon child study,: the expanding resources in all 
areas. of special education~: have aJ.l contributed to the need for 
specialized, skilled guidance personnal at the elementary level. 
1.§/ 
Arbuckle states that:. 
"\Che class.room teacher is an essential part of the total 
guidance program,- and no such program can be successful, with-
out his cooperation and participation., Ih addition to the 
teacher,- however, there must be personnel whose. training has 
given them the skills and understandings that may be necessary 
for the more involved work with the minority of disturbed 
children in the school. i( 
In referring to the State of Massachusetts employing adjust__, 
D) 
ment counselors at. the elementary level,- Arbuckle · says that:, 
"'The need fox these specialized counselo:r;s is great but at least 
a part of their task can be performed effectively by the well trained 
classroom teacher.•.; w· 
Arbuckle · also states tJ:at:-. · 1qhe argument that the teacher 
should not and cannot _participate: (in the guidance program) is no 
more valid than tha-t which states. that the teacher can perform all 
the guidance·functions and thus obviate the need for any specialized 
guidance personnel, 1.: 
And finally in more direct relationship to guidance s.pecialis.ts 1.21 . 
at the. elementary level Arbuckle · states that: 
_i§/Dugald S. Arbuckle; Guic1ance and Counseling in the Classroom, Allyn 
and Bacon, Inc., Boston, 1957, p. 16. 
11/Ibid.' p. 12 
1.§/Ibid. ~ p.. 58 
1.2/Ibid. 1 p .• 379 
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''The fact that in the elementary school, one teacher works 
all day with one class means that he has a much closer relation~ 
ship with a small g'r'oup of children than has his secondary school 
colleague. Thus the elementary school teacher, by the very nature 
of his task,. comes closer to being a guidance worker than does 
the secondary school teacher. This does not mean,- however, that 
the secondary sqhool teacher should not be a guidance worker, 
.nor does it mean that there is no need for the specialized . 
counselor in the 'elementary schooL. r( 
2!1/ 
Elsbree and McNally feel that the key person ih the guidance 
of children at the elementary level is the classroom teacher.. She 
is the one person who has a close and constant contact with the 
children and, t!'terefora~. the responsibility of guiding their daily 
experiences so as to promote the optimllin growth of each chi1d. They 
also feel that:.. '(it is impossible for the teacher to do everytning, 
however, and there is clearly a place for ·guidance specialists. ac.ting 
as resource pers.ons to teachers~ helpih:g with specialized guidance 
problems, and assisting the in-<servioe. development of the staff 
toward greater skill in the guidance of children •. r( 
In pointing out the need for specialists at the elementary 1J/ . . 
level, Bernard, James, and Zeran first entrmerate Wils~onts listing 
of objectives which the various individuals seek to accomplish through 
a guidance program,. and then comment that:-. 
•(If one person alone attempted such an underst.anding, he 
would fail, but through the cooperative efforts of teachers, 
adininist.ration, specialists, parents,. and counselors these 
objectives c.an be .realized.. Only through their combined 
2.Q/Willa.rd s. Elsbree and Harold J •. McNally,. Elementary School 
Administ.ration and Supervision, American Book Company~· New York, 
1959, p. 325 .. 
WHarold Wright Bernard,. G. Evan James,. and Franklin R. zeran, 
Guidance Services in Elementary Schools, Chartwell House, Inc;., 
New York, 1954, pp.- 291--292. 
efforts and mutual unde:rstandirrg of the s.i<gnificant 
cont:ributions each can make can an effective and useful 
guidance prog:ram emerge .. n; 
22/ 
Briefly and c.oncisely Cottingham state-s that:: 'W though 
the elementa:ry teache:r is the prima:ry sou:rce of guidance assistance 
fo:r he:r pupils, the:re a:re occasions when the nature of the p:roblem 
the pa:rticular ci:ro.umstanc.es, or the limited qualification of the 
teac)l.e:r c.alls for the service.s of a specialist .. n:, 
w' 
Ma:rtinson an.d Smallenburg exp:ress the· need for guidance 
specialists at the e.lementa:ry level this. way:. 
''The teacher is the key in the guidance·. p:rogram as she 
is the key in the health program, the music p:rog:ram, o:r any 
aspect of the cu:rriculum.. The fact that she is. the· key to 
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the class:room prog:ram does. ttot mean that she does not welcome 
effective assistance in matte:rs. of health,. cu:r:ric.ulum,. or 
guidance. The teacher who has well-qualified special :re·sou:rces 
at he:r call is immeasu:rably st:rengthened ih he:r pe.:rformarrcEJ with 
child:ren. This is t:rue in guidance as it is ih music, or health, 
or other areas. •t, 
.w 
Caswell and Fashay · believe that a large number of elementa:ry 
school children have been subjected to expulsion from school because 
of emotional maladjus-l;ment.s.: That the numbe:r of children who a:re 
excluded f:rom no:rmal class aotivity, subjected to frequent suspension, 
and discou:raged from school attendance. beyop:d the required minimum 
time, because of emotional maladjustment, is equal to all the other 
ii/Harold F"' Cottingham, Guidance in Elementary Schools P-rinciples 
arid Practices, McKnight and McKnight Publishing Company, Blooming_ton, 
Illinois, 1956, p. 146. 
WRuth Martinson and Harry Smallenbu:rg, Guidance in Elementary School, 
Prentice-Hall Inc., New Jersey, 1958, p. 2 
1d/Hollis. L. caswell and A. Wellesley Fashay, Education In The 
Elementary School, American Book Company,. 1950, p. 282. 
:recognized special groUps combined. 
They suggest that:: 
•.;the emotionally handicapped child deserves recognition 
and care, just as does any other child. The great majority 
of these children need not be lost to the usual school 
program,. prov-ided the school personnel will accept 'gUidance 
work as part of their function. The school *s responsibility 
to the emotionally handicapped child is identical with that 
to other handicapped children. $pedal opportunities fre-
quently are n-eeded; specially trained personnel a.re essential.. 
Since emotional handicaps are less easy to detec.t than physical 
handicaps, the sohoolrs responsibility toward the emotionally 
B.andicapped child includes constant specific attention to the 
detection of such children,, and a definite· program for them 
which includes time, space, special equipment,. personnel, and 
a place in the budget.'( 
22/ 
Stoops indicates the need for guidance personnel by listing 
the beneficial results of a guidance program. These results then, 
serve as. justification of gu:idatxce servic.es :requiring personnel. 
1. effective guidance cons.erves an:d develops human :resources~ 
2 •. affective guidance saves times 
3. effective guidance improves public relations 
4. effective guidance is financial economy 
5. 
2fd effective guidanc.e reduces frustration. 
Concerning the need for guidance speciall.sts Andrew and Willey · 
state that:. ''Guidance i.rwolyes many people possessing various levels 
22/Emery S.toops, Guidance Services, McGraw-Hill Book Company, Inc., 
N,ew York, l959t pp._ 109-110. 
2/dDean c. Andrew and Roy De Ve:rl Willey,: Administration and 
Organization of the Guidance Program,- Harper and Brothers, New Yo:rk, 
1958,, pp •. 41, 75 
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of competence. AI though parents, siblings, family friends, church 
workers, and teachers give assistance, guidance in the real sense 
requires professional knowledge and competence. •r; 
3 .. The Role of the Guidance Specialist 
The presence of a guidance specialist within the school means 
that the teacher will have the advantage of constant assistance in 
her work with children. Todays. modern teacher;· who is trained to 
25 
be aware of the needs of children and their wide individual differences? 
often feels the need for: a person with special training with whom she 
can work. This inoreased awareness of the individual differences 
of children has also brought about an increased awareness of the need 
for a specialist who can work with all school personnel and parents 
throughout a childt!s school years. 
The guidance specialist, then, is a person. w?-o works to increase 
the guidance activities within. a school, and to make it easier for 
teachers and others to understand children:. The existence of a 
guidance specialist within the school means that all persons within. 
the school system,. and the parents, improve their skills in child 
guidance. The guidance specialist works as a m~mber of a team, adding 
his training and skills to those of others in. order to bring about 
the optimum growth of the child, the teacher, and the. parent.. He 
works with and through others. 
This then,. we might say,, is the general role of the guidance 
specialist within a school. But how does the guidance specialist 
carry out this. role? What are his specific responsibilities, duties, 
and functions within the school program? 
w 
Arbuckle · lists. the following as the basic functions of a 
full-time elementary school counselor: 
1. The counselor helps emotionally disturbed children to come 
to a happier and more: satisfying solution of their problem. 
2. The counselor helps children with their academic difficulties. 
3.. The counselor is concerned with the preventive and remedial 
but with particular st:ress on the p:reventive. 
4. The counselo:r wo:rks with teache:rs, to help them come to a 
greater understanding of their ·children and themsel yes •. 
5 ., The counselor helps pa:rents to c.ome to a greater understanding 
and app:reciation of thei:r ohild:rerr., 
6.. The counselor develops testing batteries. fo:r diagnosis and 
counseling purposes. 
7. The: counselor maintains extensive and up-to-date :reco:rci:s on 
the children for whom he is responsible:." 
8., the counselor wo:rks closely with other specialized guidance 
personnel such as remedial reading teachers, special class 
teachers, speech therapists, and so on. 
w 
Elsbree and McNally · assert that the full--time elementary 
school guidance counselor should:. 
6.1/Dug:ald S. Arbuckle, Guidance and Counselinq in the Classroom, Allyn 
and Bacon·, Inc., Boston; 1957, pp. 63-64. 
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6§/Willird s. Elsbree and Harold J •. McNally, Elementary School Administration 
and Supervision,. American Book Company, New York, 1959, p. 341. 
L: Supervise the over-all prog-ram of g-uidance in the school 
under the authority of the principal, co-ordinating the 
work of the teachers and other guidance-<connected 
specialists. 
2-: Supervise the testing' program., 
3.. Supervise the sys.tem,· of g·uidance records.-
4. Assist in the in-service development program in guidance. 
5. Assist pupils with severe specialized problems., 
6 ., Maintain liaison with community agencies and organizations. 
7. Generally see that the resources available are used to the 
greatest possible degree in fostering the satis.factory 
adjustment of the children in the school. 
22.1 
Roeber,. Smith, and Erickson believe that the duties. of the 
c.ou:nselor are:: 
l. Be provides counseling services for all pupils who desire 
them or who are referre.d to him •. 
2.. Be provides technical leadersh;ip for the individual or 
group which determines guidance policies. 
3"' Be carries ou::t guidance policies .. 
4. He encourages and as.sists in the oriel'ltation of st~ff 
members to the guidance services., 
5 ., He acquaints. himself with individual invent.ories of all 
WEdward c. Roeber 7 . Glenn E. Smith, and Clifford E.- Erickson,- . 
Organization and Administration of Guidance Services, McG:raw-Hill 
Book Company, New York, 1935, pp. 30...:31. 
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students, occupational info:rmation resources, community 
resources, and referral possibilities within the school. 
6.. He assists teache:rs in disoovering individual differences 
among pupils and. in meeting these individual needs. 
7. He systematically collects and. organi.z.es pupil data which 
may assist administrators and teache:rs in the improvement 
of atxy part of the total educational program~ 
8., He wo:rks and. cooperates with employees, oom.rnur:rity agencies, 
and o:rganizations committed to furthering the welfare of 
pupils. 
M1J 
The Long Beach, Galifornia, City Schools have detailed the 
services of an elementary school counselo:r as follows: 
A. General s.ervices 
1. Testing p:rog:ram 
a. orde:ring and administering 
b. sco:ring 
c. inte:rp:reting. 
2. Gathe:ring,, organizing, and keeping significant pupil data. 
3. Reco:rding and filing of all pupil data. 
4.. Routine prooedu:res of t:ransfe:rring pupils. •. 
5 •. Aiding the p:rincipal in registe:ring pupils •• 
jQ/LorJ.g Beach, Galifo:rnia Schools_,. Handbook fo:r Gounselo:rs, pp. 70-71,. 
1948; cited by Ha:rold W:right Berna:rd, c., Evan James, and F:ra.nklin R. Zeran, 
Guidance Se:rvices in Elementary Schools, Chartwell House, Inc .• , New Yo:rk, 
1954, pp ... 301-302 •• 
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6. Assisting the principal with the organization of 
pupils into socially satisfactory groups.-
7 ., Aiding the principal in the selection of pupils who need 
individual work. 
B. Services. concerning the child with a problem 
l., Helping teacb,ers to understand, accept, and deal more 
effectively with the individual child. 
2.. Gathering data about the child. 
3. Utilizing and coordinating the services of school 
personnel workers who contribute· to the welfare of the 
child., 
4.. Aiding the principal in conferring with parents in 
-
an effort to arrive at a satisfactory plan of action 
which would be most beneficial to their child. 
5., Cooperating with local agencies when they are concerned 
with an individu.a1 child with a problem. 
6., Working with the chile{ directly when it seems advisable •. 
G.. Services concerned with teachers 
1. Helping teachers to accept and understand all children., 
2.. Helping teachers to develop acceptable technicrues of 
oollecting,. interpreting, and using behavioral data •. 
3 •• Assisting the principal in guiding teachers in making 
constructive: and wise re:ports to parents •. 
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4. Organizing pupil-study conferences and interesting 
teachers in participation in them. 
5. Helping teachers use group work as an adjustive process 
for making pupils feel that they belong. 
6. Assisting the principal in planning programs for 
faculty meetings which would make for g·reater understanding 
of the guidance p.oint of view. 
7.. Being genuinely concerned with the mental health of the 
teacher, giving he-r as much help and support as poss;i.ble. 
w 
Surveys made for the California State Department of Education · 
resulted in the following lis.t of functions for the guidance counselor·: 
1.. Counsel with students regarding their personal,. social, 
educational, and vocational problems; assist them to under-
stand their own personal assets and limitations, and to develop 
worthwhile objectives. 
2.. Assist teachers to secure information about students which will 
be of assistance· in planning and conducting.their classes. 
Assist them in solving problems involving individual students 
and group guidance activities. 
3. Contribute leadership in the planning and conducting of 
orientation programs for new students ·• 
ii/california State 'Department of Education; The Preparation and 
Training of Pupil Personnel Workers, 21 (5) :40-41" April, 1952,- cited 
by :Emery Stoops, Guidance Services, McGraw-Hill Book Company,. Inc., 
New York, 1959, pp. 135-136. · 
4._ Provide students with information about educational and 
vocational opportunities. 
5. Conduct follow-up and co:mmunity research studi(3's. 
6. Participate in the school"s curriculum developmen-t; h:r;in:g 
to the attention of the-staff _rnental hygiene techniques; 
and participate in the SchoolTS in-seryice training program. 
7. Assist the. school in working closely with the community by 
interpr.etihg the school and guidance pr0grarn to the community 
and the parants. 
3.1' 
8. Consult with the parents concerning the problems of the pupils. 
9. Use adequate and appropriate techniques such as the interview~ 
te.sting, observation; and indi yidual and group proce-sses. 
10. Assist home-room teachers to prepare programs. 
11. Keep abreast of professional literature and latest techniques 
of counseling and guidance. 
12. Participate in·professional teaching and personnel associations. 
13.,. Collate" information about each counselee for his own use_ and 
for that of teachers and other personnel workers. 
14. Initiate and participate in case conferences on individual 
pupils. 
15. Cooperate with other guidance workers on the advisory committee 
and in other ways demonstrate a helpful attitude toward all 
personnel. 
32. 
:m 
MartinsQn and Smallenburg 1 s list of fUnctions for the 
elementary school guidahce specialist provides, when broadly 
interpreted, a brief and concise, yet inclusive summary of what 
·these functions should be.; 
A. The study of children 
1. The guidance specialist assists teachers in the 
gathering and use of information. 
2. The guidance specialist gives direct help to teachers. 
3. The guidance specialist helps with the identification 
of children with special needs. 
4. The guidance specialist coordinates individual child 
study. 
B. Group work in school 
1. The guida.nce specialist helps with the understanding 
of groups. 
2. The guidance specialist assists school personnel ih the 
understanding of children in special groups. 
3. The guidance specialist assists teachers and others with 
special problems related to classroom groups. 
c. Work with parents and community 
1. The guidance specialist assists parents to understand 
children. 
@Ruth Martih.son and Harry Smallenburg, Guidance in Elementary School, 
Prentice-Hall Inc., New Jersey, pp. 183-187. 
2. The guidance specialist coordinates school-community 
guidance efforts. 
D. Research 
The guidance specialist may do research individually or 
sponsor cooperative research studies. 
CHAPTER III 
PROCEDURE 
The procedures. used ih the undertaking of this study a:re 
as follows: 
1. A discussion was held with Dx. Henry L. Isaksen 
concerning the worth and value of the pxoposed study, 
the possibility of carxying out the study, and the 
steps to be taken in doing the study. 
2. Several related studies were reviewed in oxde:r to obtain 
the necessaxy backgxol:lnd and to assist in developing a 
p:roceduxe to conduct the study. 
3. A conference was held with the Assistaht Superintendent 
of the school system whe:re the study was made in ordex 
to obtain pexmission to make the study and to be allowed 
access to the students permanent school xecoxds. 
4. An in.terview was held with the pxinCipal of the juniox 
high school to explain the study and enlist his aid and 
cooperatibn. 
5. A confexence was held with the juniox high school guidance 
personnel to explain the study and to obtain theix consent 
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to write up summaries of the students problem • 
6. A prospectus was drafted and submitted to the Seminar 
8. 
Class ih Guidance and Counseling at Boston un· .ersity 
for an. analysis. Changes recommended by the olass 
and the professor were made. 
A review of the literature related to this stldy was 
sta:rted. 
Another discussion was held with Dr. Isaksen oonce:rning 
the limitations, scope, and general developmedt of the 
study. 
9. Summaries of the students problems were obtained from the 
guidance personnel of the junior high school. 
10. An investigation was made of the students per anent school 
records. 
CHAPTER IV 
PRESENTATION OF PATA 
In all; fifteen summa.ries provided by the junior higf school 
guidance personnel of problems of the seventh grade studetts at 
the junior high school were used in the course of this st dy. 
After a thorough investigation and study of the permanent school 
records of each case, the following breakdown of these ca es 
developed: 
l. Four cases where no decision could be made as to the 
existence of the problem .at the elementary school· level 
because the students involved transferred from a ·other 
school system at the sixth gxade level and, ther~fore, 
there was not sufficient material in the permaneht school 
records upon which to base a decision. 
2. Two cases where a therough investigation of the material 
in the students permanent school records did not disclese 
evidence indicating the existence of the problem at the 
elementary school level. 
3. Nine cases where a thorough investigation of the material 
in: the students permanent school records did disclose 
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evidehce which, ih the writer 21 s judgment~ does indicate 
the existence of the prOblem at the elementa.ry school 
leval. 
The remainder of this chapter is gi yen to the presentation 
of the evidence concerning each of these nine cases. T e mate.rial 
concerning each of these cases will be divided into two segments: 
L . Statement of the junior high school guidance department 
indicating the problem of the juniQr high scholl student. 
Presentation of the evidence found in' the studlntts 2. 
permanent school record which, in the judgment of the 
w..ri ter, indicates the existence of the student ,ts problem 
at the elementa.ry school lewel. 
It should be noted here that the purpose of this cfapter is 
not to cal!ll:alyzce; or inte.rpret the eVidence presented, nor to evaluate 
or suggeSt the guidance implication of the evidence. Tte purpose 
of this chapter is to present evidence taken from the sludents 
permanent school records which indicates the existence of the problem 
at the elementary school level. 
CASE NUMBER 1. 
1. Problem of student as stated by the junior high schodl guidance 
2. 
department. 
Tom has been a problem at the junior high schooJ this 
year. He has been :referred to us by several of his ileachers 
for being a disturbance, ma,nifesting bizarre actionsj rrot 
getting along with his peer group as he should, and 1efusing 
to do classwork, homework, etc. His parents are yer~ concerned 
also, and have had several conferehces with members of the 
guictance department. .Tom tried'to get into a privatJ school, 
however, he was not accepted. He has bt;len referred Jo 
Robert Parsons for evaluation and possible suggestio~~ for 
private school placemeht. 
Evidence of problem as foUnd in the student ~s permanent school 
records. 
Teacher1's Comments - Grade One 
Tom cannot understand his older brother and why he cannot 
do as well. He is very slow in dressing. He had a liard 
adjUstment in kindergarten and is having a hard time in first 
grade. He trys many devices to get attention. I suggested we 
must get Tom to like to read, so he will read well. is work 
habits are poor. 
r omts fath.er and mother visited school because of his poor 
. . . I 
adjustment; they reportGd that Tom does not llke sc ool. I 
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feel anothe~ confe~ehce with both pa~ents is ve~y necessa~y. 
Tom~s adjustment to school is not satisfacto~y. 
Tom has had a ve~y poo~ yea~. He nee'ds to be "sat on•t 
constantly. 
Teacher~s Comments - G~ade Two 
Tom is a behavio~ problem. His behavior is very aggressive. 
As it is next to impossible fo~ Tom to work with othe~ chil~en 
in a reading g~oup he has received special tutoring for a 
half hour each day. He is poor in spelling as well as reading. 
l suggest that he be promoted to the third grade on trial. 
Teache~'s Comments - Grade Three 
None ayailable. 
l 
TeacherTs Comments - Grades Fo~ and Five 
1, 
These comments are all fav~rable indicating imp~ovement 
in both behayio~ and learning. The fifth g~ade teache~ made the 
following comments -- Tom'l's p~~~~ress has been constant and 
encQuraging. He has gained a g eat deal of rappo~t with the 
group. He is imp~oying nicely in his reading. He has been no 
discipline problem in the class oom. AlthQugh there is ~uch 
~oom for improvement he has rna ~ a g~eat deal of prog~ess up to 
this point. 
Teacher's Comments - G~ade Six 
In conference with Tom~s othe~, she exp~essed surprise oye~ 
Tomts poo~ marks. I explained that the results we~e unsatisfactory 
because his effort was so yery limited and spasmod:l.Q. The 
quality of all his written lessons was inferior and usually 
incomplete. Though -he took home poor papers and his mother 
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was aware that he needed heilip, she seemed unable to cope with 
his Tesistance to study 7 so she said she just left it up to him. 
His disregard for school rules was discussed. She said he was 
difficult at home qlso. 
lhough he is restless and troublesome, sometimes during 
class periods, more often he is absorbed in his own thoughts and 
achieves nothing. Each new step in arithmetic requires individual 
instruction. 
On the playground he is inclined to use his strength to 
attain his advantage in sports, without regard for fair play. 
Smail things can a.rouse his anger and he tries to retaliate with 
physical force. He shows dis.regard for school rules and has 
caused much trouble for the Safety Patrol. 
Psychologist~s Repbrt 
Tom~s permanent school record contains three school psychologist's 
reports. The first .report which was made at the second grade level 
states that the reasoh for Tom's referral was that -- Tom has been 
very disturbing in the classroom. He has been considered a behavior 
problem since kindergarten. He is extremely restless, unable to con-
centrate and gets little work done. In the past he has o-ften refused 
41. 
to take any orders from the teacher. 
After the admihistratiohof tests, the psychologist 
concluded that --From the test results as well as from his 
overt behavior ch:n:ing the test session one ga,ins the impression 
of a child who is under great inner tension which constantly 
erupts in restless motor behavior~ who is hounded by fears, 
anxieties, and confusion abot\t the world around him, and who is 
too preoccupied with his inner conflicts to be able to concentrate 
upon his school work. Tom is obviously very urgently in need of 
psychiatric help. 
The second school psychologist "s report, i!lade at the third 
grade level, concludes that we (school psychologist, principal, 
and teadher) agreed after a discussion of the test results that 
1om has made some linproyement in his relations to people bq.t that 
his inability to learn in spite of his high intelligence is still 
quite striking. Tom is obviously very much in need of help, both 
with his adjustment problems as well as with his learning 
difficulties. The recommendation was made that Tom should have 
individual tutoring at the expense of his parents. He should also 
have psychotherapy. 
'The third psychologist report, made at the fourth grade level, 
states that -,- Tom has been ih individual psychotherapy with 
Dr. • Doctor ahd I had a telephone conversation last 
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spring in which Dr. ----~remarked that the parents did not quite 
face the fact of how much time would be needed for successful therapy 
with Tom, This third report concludes that-- While there are·some 
positive developments, we must not assume, of course, that Tom has 
overcome all his previous difficulties. He became rather restless 
during the projective tests which stirJ:~ed up many of his anxieties 
and unresolved conflicts. There was ho longer the kind of panicky 
anxiety evident which was so striking when I first observed him, but 
there are still apparently severe conflicts in relation to his family, 
though he seemed better able to deal with them now. There is some 
anxiety about bad dreams.?. about damage to his body, and a wavering 
between the positions: should I runaway if a problem becomes too 
difficult or should I .face it? There is also a feeling of doubt 
about himself and- of not liking himself too well. Once, during the 
Block Design Test, when· the test became rather difficult for him, 
he returned to his earlier discouraged and withdrawing behavior 
which used to be so common before he went into therapy. He 
suddenly used the wrong colors, and piled the blocks on top of each 
other, and no longer tried to solve the problem. 
I am sure that Tom will continue to need a great deal of 
encouragement from his teachers. Any success, any achievement, 
will reinforce his positive attitudes. 
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CASE NT,JMBER 2 
1. P:roblem of student as stated by the junior high school guidance 
depa:rtment. 
Helen has not been a discipline problem at the junior high 
school,.however, she has had a problem in accepting her limitations. 
She is presently failing,. howeve:r, she has a low ability quotient 
and probably will be transferred into :the next grade. Helen 
wants to go into the nursing profession but does not seem to realize 
what training she needs and what the profession of nursing :involves. 
Many students have trouble accepting limitations, however, Helen 
is exceptionally unable to do so.. She wanted to try French next 
yea:r - she knew that this course was limited to A and B students, 
and she also knew that he:r grades we:re Ers, howeve:r, afte:r this 
was explained.to her she still wanted to take French. A conference 
with Mrs. failed to be -very satisfactory because I gathered 
·---
that the mother could not g:rasp the idea of what "abili ty'1 meant. 
2. Evidence of p:roblem as found in the student 11s permanent school · 
records. 
Teache:rrs Comments - Grade One 
Helen assumes no responsibility~ Sh,e does not finish her 
work, handing :lt in half done.. She does not listen, and cannot 
follow di:rections. She makes poor use of time and cannot work 
independently. He:r reading is fair. She has a good sight yocabula:ry, 
but has no understanding of lette:rsand thei:r sounds. She 
doesntt seem to understand what she :reads. Her writing is not 
legible and numbers and letter's are not formed correctly. Her 
I. Q. is ra.ther low. 
Teacher~s Comments - GJ:-ade. Two 
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Mrs. has been working furiously at home in an attempt 
to keep Helen up with the class. This has been moderately 
successful in reading but Helen ts nornber understanding is woefully 
lacking. Helen is highly nervous and has a very short concentration 
span. 
Ieacherrs Comments - iliade Three 
Mrs. was ill the day of the appointed conference. 
Helen is a very slow learner. She cant>t possibly be promoted 
to fourth grade. Her oral reading is fair but with poor comprehension. 
Her number sense is almost niL Her mother has worked wtth her at 
home and is continuing to do so. We have given Up trying to do 
the class arithmetic, she works individually. Her printing/ 
penmanship, and spelling are all very immature and poor. 
Teacher:ts Comments - Grade Four 
Mrs. wa·s ill at conference time, but I have talked to 
her since. 
Helen has had individual help in writing and spellin;g. She 
has not mastered mul t:iplication facts or division facts. She has 
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worked in a third grade a:rithmetic bqok. .She reads orally quite 
well but comprehension is. difficult. Helen doesn tt like to put 
much effort into anything. Her ability to concentrate is poor. 
Helen~s mother appreciates the extra help she has received. 
Teacher~'s Comments - Giade Five 
In a previous conference with Mxs. after the first 
repo:rt c~d, 1 tried to state Helen~'s limited ability and stress 
what accomplishments could be made. 
Helen is doing special a:r:i,thmetic. We are working on the 
addi tibn, and ~ubtraction facts. 
to try and help with the facts. 
Relents mother said she wanted 
Her daily spelling is ve:ry poor, 
and her writing is careless. She is reading in a fourth grade 
book and finding it very difficult. She is. receiving extra help 
in spelling and reading. J?roblem solving-~ social studies; and 
science are impossible to exped any results ih. Relents efforts 
are very limited. 
Teacher's Comments -- Grade Six 
Helen is a special pupil and has been for several years. 
She can do nothing ·with the class. She might be able to read a 
question but she: has no reasoning ability to really do what it says 
to do in any test. .She has no memory and cannot do today the same 
work she had help on yesterday. 
Probably I understand Helen~'s lack of ability better because 
I had her mother ih junior high school whe:re she was finally placed 
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in the lowest division. She has two older brothers, orie was dull 
but not impossible. The other one was sent to special class. Helen 
came along after the boys and is her parents pride and joy. She has 
a sunny disposition~ pretty manners~ and is willing to help in any 
way for "I>oom duties. Helen ~s mother thinks she is just slow and 
that repeating the sixth grade would be good for her. I cannot see 
any sense to that. 
Helen can learn a column of spelling words for one day but 
will spell the same words wrong in the weekly review. I make out 
special arithmetic for her every day and she knows only as far as 
the six table. I am trying simple division but I teach it all over 
again every day. On social studies and such subjects, she doesn~t 
want the others to know she knows none of it and so she copies the 
questions and answers, and any c:razy words which mean nothing but 
makes her papers as fUll as the others. He"I> penmanship is very 
bad especially when she has written all she knows. Then she fills 
up the paper with stuff you can~t :read. 
Specialistts Repo:rt 
The reading specialist; who adrniniste:red a Stanford·-Binet~ 
Fo:rm L; to Helen while she was in the fifth grade and on which she 
scored an I. Q. of 84, states that -- He:r most consistant weakness 
was retention. Nei the:r sentence or digit repeh tion was passed 
beginning at level seven. This one factor perhaps I'estricted he:r 
achievement more than any one other. He:r attention span was 
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particularly short; her hands were constantly fumbling with either 
the pencil or her shoe string, and she was tracing a diamond on 
her shoe leather while the examiner was dictating numbers to be 
repeated verbatim. 
Her vist.i,al retention and projection were not strong enough 
to o.ffset the weakhes.s of ~eneral retention. She was able to 
determine, through observation, what was foolish about a given 
picture, level 10, however, she was not able to pass the visual 
projection item, leyel 9. 
Test Scores 
on the California Test of Mental Maturity, Helen obtained 
the following scores: 
Grade One I. Q. 109 
Grade Three - I. Q. 89 
Grade Five I. Q. 95 
Grade Six I. Q. 90 
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CASE.NOMBER 3 
1. Problem of student as sta.ted by the junior high school guidance 
department. 
John is a distinct underachiever and has seemed to be all 
through elementary st?hool. Through counseling this year, John 
decided to repeat the seventh g:rade and try to get caught up. 
He entered school ea:rly, through an examination, and was never 
held back, even though he did not achieve to his expectations. 
John also seems to have s;ome emotional problems. He has been 
unable to get attention except by dis.turbing behavior and does not 
get along with his peer g:roup especially well. His parents have 
come to the guidance office and J would gather that the:re has been 
more than the normal disagreements a,t home as to how John should 
be brought up, what sbndards to hold him to~ etc. 
2. Evidence of problem a,s found in the studentt's pe:rma,nent school 
records. 
Teacher ts Comments·- Grade One 
John has the makings of a good student, but unfortunately, his 
social and physical maturity is not on the same high plane as his 
mental ability. In other words, he has a very keen mind and likes 
to be challenged and kept busy with seatwork and reading :• but his 
ca,pacity to sit still and act grewn up is mos.t~limited. He is 
.unable to take part in gym work without completely falling. apart 
and upsetting the entire gym:,program, and to a degree, discipl:lne 
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and the lesson to be lea:rned f:rom it just rolls off 'his back. 
Be needs to wo:rk for bette:r wo:rk l:tabi ts, and imp:royement 
in writing skills has to be worked on and st:ressed 'constantly, 
but then this is a :result of h.is physical arid social immatu:rib{. 
Teacher 1 s Colllinents - Grade Two 
John is one of those underage tragedies~. In his second 
year he would fa:r rathe:r be playing with his toys than doing the 
work in his workbooks. His mothe:r wislaes now that she had delayed 
his ente.:ring school but now she wishes him to go on with his grou,p. 
John has a good mind but .his poor work habits and his poor 
behavior prevent him from doing the work which he is capable of 
doing. He is the oldest child in the family and the mother ~'!3 whole 
attention seems to be centered. on John. 
Teacher 1 s Comments ·- Grade Three 
Although John has an ex cell en.t mind he is still in the little 
boy stage,. inclined to be playful and oblivious of cl<?.ssroom 
responsibilities. His work habits are poor and he has to be 
constantly :reminded to continue with a task. Mrs. _ repo:rts 
that he is excessively slow in-his ·home habits, such as eating, 
dressing, and in doing any assigned task. He seems youn9 and 
immature for the grade, but with better work habits he may hold his 
own_. 
so 
l'eacherts Comments - Grade Four 
Johhrs behavior has improved a great deal. He now acts more 
as a fourth grader should,. He can; work aong with the bes.t in the 
class when so inclined. 
Teacher 1 s Comments - Grade Five 
Application is Johnt:s main: weakness. He can but doesnrt! 
When so inclined he can do and make exceptional class cbntribntions. 
His work hab:its are poor. His reading is st.ill above grade level 
but it seems to be slipping mainiy.; l feel., because of his failure 
to apply himself. Mrs. is greatly concerned and is quite 
coopercl.tiye. 
Teacherts CoiDIIieh.ts Grade· Six 
Mrs. and I discussed Johnlls poor marks which are the 
result of extremely poor work habits.. His social immaturity is 
very evident in his playful mannerisms. He takes little responsibility 
for his work and constant follow-up a.nd prodding are necessary if 
even the minimum amount 6f work is achieved. 
Johnrs mother was ye~y willing to cooperate~ but seems unable 
to cope with the same type of problem.at home. 
Test Scores 
John obtained the following scores on the Cal:lfc>rnia Test 
of Mental Maturi tv_: 
Grade 
G:rade 
Grade 
G;rade 
One - I. Q. 121 
Three I. Q. 113 
Filre 
Six 
- I. Q . 102 
I. Q. 123 
Bo~ton University 
School of Education 
Library 
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CASE NUMBER 4 
1. Problem Of student as stated by the junior high school guidance 
department. 
tony has been an underachiever this year. He is not the 
type of person who is distu:cbin.g in the classroom, however, he 
has not be?-n particularly happy in our school situation this year. 
He has ha,d to wear a, back brace and he has been very sensitive 
about it. He has not wanted to undress in physical education and 
evident_ly this selfconsCiousness becomes worse instead of better 
as time goes on.. Tony has not had many friends this yeaJC and has 
felt that he ha,s been in a much too competitive situation. He has 
superior ability according to our tests. Tony's parents have 
requested that Tony be removed fxom the advanced group in most of 
his subjects next year. 
2. EVidence of problem as found in the studentts permanent school 
records. 
1eacherts Comments - Grade One 
None available. 
Teacherts Comments - Gra,de Two 
Most cooperative parents. Social adjustment difficult. Does 
not play well with other children. 
Teacherts Comments - Grade Three 
Social adjustment most difficult. Mrs. is greatly 
disturbed. She tells me that Tony no longer likes school because 
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no one plays with him at school or at home except one fifth grade 
fi'iend. She feels that unless there is some conshuctive action 
this year, her sonts future is at stake. While being definitely 
aware of this situation~ I didn~t :realize it was so acute. 
Tony has one. of the highest I. Q.'s in the class. He dreams, 
wastes timei and doesn l't work neai'ly to ability. 
Teacher ~'s Comments -· Grade Four 
Mrs. _...,.....,..._,- is very grateful fDI' the exha help given to 
Tony last year by his teache::r irr regards to his social maladjustment. 
This year in schoQl he is apparently happy and his mother feels that 
the :relationship be.tvveen Tony and h;is peers is a much pleasante:r 
one. 
Scholastically Tony has not done work which would measure up 
to his ability, but whether his inability to finish his work on 
.time was due to continued poor work habits or to inner worries, I 
am not sure. 
TeacherYs Comments - Grade Five 
Tony is a bright boy but doesntt exert any energy so as to 
do outstanding work. His aca.demic work is good with the exception 
-of written language where he is careless. 
Teacher"s Comments - Grade Six 
Mr. & Mrs. _____ :requested a longer than twenty-minute 
interView at a time when Mr. ...,.....---..- could be present. I did not 
anticipate the interview because I knew I had made Tony unhappy 
by insisting that work be finished and I had stressed the fact 
that he rarely does his best. 
The interview was as I expected, and Mrs. had a note-
book of note_s of the times when Tony felt that I didn 1 t like him 
because I didn 11 t approve of some of his work. .She knew that I 
was all to blamE? for his poor work becausa he thought I spoke 
to him too often about it. I let her say ail she had to say and 
I agreed with everything I could and said nothl.ng on other matters. 
It all amounted to this: that 1 was to let Tony do as he pleased 
and not push hiin to do his best, remove all troublesome neighbors, 
and then leave him to do the work he wished. 
Torty~- has always been coddled and the other children have 
made fun of him. His parents pulled him on a sled long after 
others were sliding by themselves. :t think Mr. realizes 
-----
what they have done but lets her do as sht:! pleases. At the 
rate Tony works and what he accomplishes~ he will not be prepared 
for college, which he should be, unless he is pushed. 
Test Scores 
On the california Test of Mental Maturity, Tony obtained 
the following scores: 
Grade Two - I. Q· 143 
Grade Three - I. Q. 132 
Grade Six - I. Q. 128. 
CASE NUMBER 5 
1. P:robl~m of student as stated by the jun:lo:r high school guidance 
department. 
Daye was brought to the attention of the junio:r high school 
guidance department by all his teachers, at the beginning of the 
yea:r~ fo:r class diso:rde:r. They :reported his behavior as being 
disturbing, discourteous; and unco~ope:ratiye. ,Dave~ who has an 
above ave:rage intelligenc·e, has also been: underachieving. Be 
also has trouble. :relating to his pee:r g:roup. He is a veJ!y small 
boy and seems to have bette:r :rapport with women teachers than 
with men teachers. The:re also seems to be some indication of 
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poo:r :relationship between his fathe:r, who was an athlete, and D.ave 
who is ye:ry small and not ve:ry good in athletics. 
2. Evidence of problem as found in. the student-rs permanent school 
:records. 
Teache:r 1 s Comments - G:rade One 
])aye has improved :Ln. his behavior. He was always being ve:ry 
silly du:rihg the ea:rly pa:rt of the yea:r. Dave 1 s wo:rk has also 
improved. 
Teache:r 1 s Comments - Grade Two 
Dave is doing well in school. He has :really settled down. 
His mothe:r seemed to be concerned oye:r his popularity o:r lack of it 
in the neighborhood. That will no doubt i:roh itself out as he g:rows 
olde:r. Dave seems to have an ihfe:rio:rity complex. 
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Teache:rts Comments - G:rade Th:ree 
pave got off to a bad sta:rt beihg reported daily by the 
'?tudent patrol for some misdemeanor. His work was just ayerage~ 
and he spent his time, spare and otherwise~ getting into mischief. 
In the last few months, however, he has improved in all these 
things. Be will alwa.ys be.a bit on the quarrelsome side on the 
playground -- overly quick to defend himself. 
Teacherlls Comments ,;... Grade Four 
Davets: parents are concerned and cooperative. They a:re 
very anxious for him to settle dovlh and tend to business. Daye 
isn 11t quite so ab.xious no:r willing. 
He is a very capable child when he applies himself and does 
superior work. He gets discou:raged easily if he doesn't understand 
everything :right off. 
Daye is not malicious, though he is inclined to pummel, swat, 
ox crack impulsively~ a classmate on the playground -- but he is 
mischd:evqus. Perhaps Dayets problems a.re such as can be helped 
by a little time, growth, and maturity. 
Teachert-s Comments - Grade Five 
Dave needs someone to help him improve his work habits. 
He was a phenob<'n:bi tal baby from birth and a nervous wreck 
through childhood. He is brash and brazen outwardly;, but under 
that shell he is as soft as putty. He is very sensitive to the 
reactions of others toward him and he gets heart-broken easily. 
He I'ese.nts his oidei' sistei' who gets A t:s easily. 
J)aye is emotionally on a see-saw. 
Tea.chei' Ts Comments - GJ:'ade s:I:x 
Dave is a vei'y nei'yous, mischievous boy. His majoi' 
p:roblem is self-control. Many times he bu:rsts foi'th vocally 
without I'ealizing what he is doing~ He is quite often flip and. 
sometimes discoUI'teous. This is part of the veneei' he has built 
to covex up inne:r hu:rts. 
Dave ~s pai'ents seem arudous to help but don l't know how to 
do this. They do not want to go to the school psychologist. 
Dave ts woi'k habits ai'e yei'y pooi'·~, He has lost some woi'k 
each yeai' because of this and because. of an unwillingness to ask 
foi' explanations of things he fails to undei'stand. He is impatient 
with hirnseif and othe:rs who dontt catch on to the fii'st p~esentation 
of mate:rial. 
Dayei!s classmates who ai'e matUI'ing more :rapidly than he, ai'e 
showing impatience with his actions that were once considered 
cute. 
Test Scoi'es 
Dave obtained the following s<;;oi'es on the Galifoi'nia Test 
of Mental Maturity:· 
GI'ade One 1:. Q. 113 
Grade Thi'ee 
-
I. Q. 11!5 
GI'ade Five I. q. 120 
Grade Six I. Q. 12i. 
CASE NUMBER 6 
L Problem of student as stated by the junior high school guidance 
department. 
Paul was called to the attention of the· cbunselor nearly 
simultaneously by teachers 1 administrators, and parents. Paul has 
been involved in theft, (minor); class mi$behaYior., and general 
inability tQ socially and academically adjust to the junior high 
school. We have felt that perhaps Paul should.. have remained in 
elementary school for another yeaJ;'. 
One 9f Pa.ul t s main problems is ability. He i$ in the lower 
five per cent of the seventh grade school population as far as 
I. Q. goes. His achievement is also quite low. Paul is an 
adopted boy. 
2. Evidence of problem as found in the student'$ permanent school 
records. 
Teacher 1 s Comments - Grades One through Three 
None available. 
Teacher's Comments - Grade Four 
Apparently Paul has always been difficult in school, both as 
a behavior pro.blem: and an academic o.ne.. His attitude and short 
attention span make pJ;'ogress slow at best. 
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Paul has made some progress; he works about half the time now, 
and hi$ behavior has impJ;'oved somewhat. He is receiving extra help 
in reading. Bi.s work is below grade level.. 
Teacher 1 s Comments- Grade Five 
Paul rs work habits are very poor. Be does not work up to the 
best of his ability... He realizes this but does not settle down to 
assume much responsibility. 
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One of paul's chief problems is that of application, His lack 
of application is a serious problem. He can think up excuses for 
not working. When he matures enough to accept responsibility, he 
is going to be able to accomplish more than he does at present. 
Mrs. said that Paul does not co-operate at home. He 
does little in the way of chores or errands. He gets sulky if 
forced to help in any matter that is not his choosing. She admits 
that she has little control qver Paul~ To mei this is the crux of 
the whole matter. 
Teacher1 s Comments- Grade Six 
Had conference with Mrs. . concerning Paults poor work. 
He finishes none of .his work. Be has a difficult time telling the 
truth. Conference was not too satisfactory,· as mother constantly 
puts blame for cond,ition all over the place. 
Paul does not work up to grade standards. 
Psychologistts Report 
Paul's permanent school record contains a school psychologistts 
report made at the sixth grade leveL The reporLgives the following 
reason for referral: Paul has been a problem in school for some 
time. He has had remedial work in reading l;>ut is still below grade 
in that subject. Ih addition, he has been somewhat of a behavior 
problem" 
The following description of the test behavior is given. 
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Paul is an alert friendly boy who seemed to be quite comfort-
able in the testing situation. He promptly identified the examine-r 
with his reading difficulties, and was interested to know what sort 
of help the school was planning' for him~ He was quite willing to 
attempt whatever was asked of him, but frequently seemed to be 
making only minimal effort and gave up reacl,ily. 
The psycholog-ist administeJ:'ed the following tests~ 
Wechsler Intelligence Scale for Children 
GoodenQugh Draw-a-Man 
Thematic Apperception Test 
Rorschach. 
The results of the WI:SG were; 
Verbal :Scale J> Q• 99 
Performance :Scale I. Q• 90 
Full Scale I. Q. 94~ 
The .results of the Goodenough were: 
M. A. 10 years 1 0 months 
I. Q. 85 
The psychologist reports that Paul himself identified this 
drawing as looking like 11Sad 'Sack" of the comics. Both in the 
details included and in the presentation of them, it was immature. 
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The most $triking features of the TAT w~re the marked feelings of 
inadequacy revealed and the strong feelings of guilt, though just 
what about is not clear, and the expectancy that he will disappoint 
important people in his life,. and in return :Oe rejected by them. 
His responses to the Rorschach reflect his impulsiveness and 
his failure to learn to cont:tol his responses to any sort of 
stimulation, wheth-er it comes f:tom outside him or from wi·thin. 
While it is possible for him to turn out on a piece of work, his 
doing so is somewhat a matter of chance,; for he has little aptitude 
fo:r organizing, and approaches any task in a hit-or-miss fashion. 
H;is impulsiveness is, however, an encouraging sign, as is his 
aggressivenes$, for it indicate;:; that he is very much in contact 
with his world and is able to respond to it. It suggests that mu,ch 
could be done with this boy in the way of therapy, if some person 
was available to him to whom he could :telate in a positive way. 
CASE NUMBER 1 
L Problem of student as stated by the junior high school guic;'l.ance 
depar-tment. 
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This boy has a good m:ind1 yet is performing :below his ability 
level. He does hot seem interested in his school work at times, 
and quite frequently appea.rs cl.isturbed. He does not organize his 
wor-k;; has poor study habits, and need,s to improve his social skills .. 
.z. Evidence of problem as founct in the stuQ.ent 1 s permanent school 
records• 
Home Conditions; 
Poor --Mother entered mental hospital j_n 1959,. Younger brothe;r 
has epileptic fits occasionally. 
Teacher 1 s Comments - Grade One 
Henry likes to cook,; play house; and play wi.th girls.. He is 
very silly. J{e is bored in school, therefore causes trouble. He 
has displayed ye:ry serious temper tantrums when disciplined. He 
cr-ies very easily. His adjustment to school is poor. .Be is apt to 
be noisy. 
Teacher 1 s Comments - Grade Two 
Last year Henry was such a serious. problem as far as discipline 
went tha.t we recommended private schooL He went to a private school 
until January, when they refused to keep him any longer and he was 
.sent back to me. His mother said he is afraid of some of the 
children,· but actually he is taller and rougher than our boys; and 
it would be the other way around. 
Teacher's Comments - Grade Two (Private School) 
Henry started out the year a~ a very shy, docile? unhappy-
appea:ring little ;boy~ During much of the fall he was sick,; and 
hardly a week passed that Henry did not become exhausted at school 
and have to spend one or more days at home~ Being in a mo:re 
permissive and excitable atmosphe:re than he was used to,- soon 
turned the shy,; docile little :boy into a most excitable, noisy, but 
still tense and unhappy one. Jlis pe:rsonal and em,otional problems 
were aggravated by his social :rejection by the g:roup,. caused la:rgely 
by his desire to impose his wishes uncompromisingly on those he 
would like fo:r f:riends and app:roaching othe:cs through teasing o:r 
rough physical contact. 
Toward Ch:ristmas Ben:ry )Jecame unmanageable" He was unable to 
wo:rk in the :room with the othe:rs. at all and could not even contain 
himself inside the }:ruj,ldirlg at times~ He screamed, cried,. :raced 
around the :room pulling out chai:rs and kicking people, and was so 
ve:ry upset that it was only possible to :reach him for a short timt,;. 
I ce:rtainly am not qualified to explain this type of behavior. 
It cioes seem obvious, however, that Henry is a very unhappy child at 
present. Mrs .• ___ , although aware tha.t Henry is not well liked 
by other child:ren, seems t.o feel he will grow out of his troubles 
and enfo:rces a fairly strict discipline at home; she says he is not 
allowed to talk back to he:r,; is sent to his room, if he disobeys 
rules~ etc. I have the feeling from talking to he:r that she is too 
seve:re with him. 
Dire.ctor 1 s Report - Private School 
Once before Christmas and twice after Christmas we had Doctor 
--~·. observe from the one-way vision booth the whole group of 
seven second graders and four third graders~ We asked him to pay 
special attention to Henry. 
I consulted with him after eac.h period of observation. Poctor 
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felt that he ha,d not been made familiar enough over a long 
enough period of time with the situation to give any specific advice 
at this point.; but that if we, as educa.torsj believed it impossible 
to carry on class work, we should go ahead and ask that Henry be 
removed. 
Henry 1 s explosive outbursts irritated the other children. They 
began to taunt him. The more they showed their annoyance at him1 
the wo.rse he ;became. Finally, after ±ryihg Benryt s mothe:rt s nr.ethods 
of threats and punishments,. which she insisted we do, and seeing 
that they only made Henry more fearful and consequently mo:re upset 
and upsetting) we called the parents in and told them we felt Henryts 
school experience was doing him real and serious damage, and that we 
felt they shouid withdra,w him f:rom the schooL Wb.en I suggested he 
have imrn,ediate outside help in the form of psychiatry 1 I was met 
with a definite 11no!r I regret tb.e parents are not willing to s.eek 
outside help) for l truly feel he is in desperate need of it. 
Teache:rr s Comrn,ents. - Grade Three 
I asked Henryts mother to tell me Henry 1 s interests outside of 
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school. She said he loved to pretend he was an adult. He keeps 
various records, pretends to l:?e a :businessman and goes to business., 
_dictate$ to imaginary secretaries, etc. Henry is obviously not t9o 
int~rested in school. His written work is sloppy, but he has a 
wonderful imagination. His work habits are not tao good. He is 
very excitable. The hu_mdrum drill of daily work in school does not 
interest him. 
Mrs. ________ says. Henry said to her one night -- 11 0h, mothe-r, I 
wish I were grown up now! It t-s such a long time to wait.'ll 
Teacherts Comments - Grade Four 
Henry made a good start this year and was f:in,e until we had a 
student tea<;;her. As mother express.ed it -- riHe is in love with Miss 
n When she appeared with an engagement ring, he was the 
lucky man in his own imagination and will try anything to get her 
attention. Henry needs love and understanding, l:;>ut also firmness. 
Henry is not a p_ormal nine year old as far as the opposite sex 
is concerned. Loving the girls is a giggly thing for most fourth 
graders 1 but it is- really a serious l:?usiness with Henry. Nothing 
sexy or dirty, however. His a,ttitude is tha,t of a fine gentleman, 
maybe ih his early twenties. 
Henry~s work habits are poor. He has some trouble with arith-
metic1 but he is often absent and misses the presentation of a new 
lesson. 
Teacher's Comments - Grade Five 
When Henry first came to class, he was a very excitable, 
disturbed child. He has calmed down somewhat, but his work is 
still untidyt pooriy organized, and seldom prepared on time. 
Henry is apt to play with boys younger than he and is apt 
to dominate his pla~ates. 
Teacherts Comments - Grade Six 
Henry is a bright .Qoy an<;l can clo much better work. His 
parents would like t 0 have him play with boys his own age. 
Henry lacks self control. 
Test Scores 
Benry ol!tained the following scores on the California Test 
of Mental Maturity; 
Grade One 
Grade Three 
Grade Fiye 
Grade Six 
I. 
I. 
L 
I~ 
Q. 115 
Q. Ill 
Q~· 121 
Q. 124. 
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CASE N1JMBER 8 
L Proplem of student as stated by the jun:tor high school guidance 
department. 
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Francis i$ not happy in h:i..s junior high school situation. He 
was referred to the guidah,ce department by several o;f his teachers 
for poor classroom behavior and for pbor academic work. He appears 
to be disturbed emotionC\lly .; It seems as if a great ?eal of his 
problem ccmres from home conditions,- a:nd his relationship with his 
motht;r and father. Socially, he has no friends and does not 
associate or play yvith hiS' pe~rs. 
2. Evidence of problem as found in the~udentts permanent school 
records. 
Teacher'? Comments -Grade One 
·None .ayailable. 
Teacher 1 s Comments - Gr·ade Two 
Francis has nei'vous habits. He rolls his eyes, bites his 
pencils, and stares into space. He needs constant supervisionf and 
cannot be trusted while I leave the room.. He gets into trouble 
going to and from school. Some days Francis does good work, and 
then becomes very careless the next day. 
Mrs! says that Francis has had three years of tension 
at home during her long illness• She says that Francis is very 
affectionate and thinks perhaps she is too strict with him• 
Teacherts Comments - Grade Three 
Mrs~ . says t:hat she has not been well. Sh~ has had 
serious trouble with one eye anc;i. wears a patch over it1 and is not 
well in several other ways. She feels she;. has ;been too severe with 
Francis and will not let him do anything at h.ome. Perhaps Francis 
feels he has to let off steam at school? and this is why he gets 
into difficulty in school. 
Mrs. -~-- says that she hates to tell Mr· ______ that Francis 
does anything wrong; for his father forgets his own strength and 
punishes Francis so severely that she has to drive sway from the 
J'J,ouse because she cannot stand to see it.. She f~els that physical 
punishment, whiqh both parents use, is all that Francis understands, 
and it is too bad this cannot be used in school. 
Teacher's Comments - Grade Eour 
None available~ 
Teacher 1 s Comments - Grade Five 
Mother and I have had weekly confexences. Mother says Francis 
wishes to repea:t gxade five so that he can be with me, the only 
teacher with whom he feels secure and happy. 
See psychologistts report. 
Teacher 1 s Comments - Grade Six 
Francis has been receiving extra help in reading, but seems 
unable to put forth any contin~J.ous effort t 0ward improvement. His 
performance and behavior have been erratic during the year• Mother 
says that this is a,lso true at home. 
One day Francis confided that he doesn 1 t bother to try too 
hard~ At times he seems to understand yery quickly,. but has 1i ttle 
retention-. 
Mother says that whenever $he and Francis ,haye any altercation, 
he withdraws. 
Francis rarely defends himself during arguments with othe:r boY,s 
and will not play with othe:rs unless they call upon him firsL He 
gives up easily in any activity he t:ries .• 
Francisrs attitude is not good. He has neyer put fo:rth a con-
sistent effo:rt and is socially il.I\Illatur.e. I do not feel that :reta:r-
dation is the answer.,- but do strongly recommend any possible special 
help next year. 
Psychologist's Repo:rt 
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Francists permanent school records contain a school psychologist 1s 
report made at the fourth grade level~· J;n the report the psychologist 
states that - F:rancis was referred fo:r psychological testing because 
of his poor wo:rk at school,. I first saw Francis in 1952 when he was 
in Kindergarten.. At that timei he spoke with a distinct stutte:ring. 
I had a confe:rence with hi$ mother and realized that she was a rather 
disturbed1 unhappy woman, very much p:reoccupied with her many diseases 
and ailments. She complained about f:r:equent headaches during which 
she withdrew in,to her )Jec:i:r:'oom and sent her child to the neighbor1s 
house to be taken care oL Ber relations with her husballld aBd her 
child seemed difficult) and the child obyiously felt frequently 
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puzzled and rejected. I t:tied at the time to persuade Mrs. __ _ 
to get help a,n:d even made an appointment, but she did not keep it. 
I then had a conference with the father1 who seemed more under-
standing of the child, 1 s problems and of the difficulties in their 
family life. The father spends many hours tending to hi$ business, 
and Francis,· therefore, ha.s neither the company of his mqther or 
father. I urged the father to take over some of the mother's 
responsibilities and giye the child rriore of a close and affectionate 
relationship. The fatheJ:' seemed willing to act as a mother-
substitute~ 
The following tests were admini.stered.: 
Goodenough Draw-a-Man Test 
Machover Draw~a-Person Test 
Wechsler Intelligence Scale for Child:ten 
Chil'drens Apperception 1'est1 Cards 11 41 6 1 91 10 
Thematic Apperception Test1 Cards 11 51 l3B 
Stoi'y Completion Test Episodes. 
Francis was friendly and somewhat timid during the tests. He 
was, however, very co-operative. He told me a good deal about his 
mQther. He mentioned that she had lost an eye1 but it is not e.lear 
to me whether he meant that she had lost the eye itself. She wears 
a black patch over he:t eye. Francis seemed very much preoccupied 
with this situation and with his motherts problems in general. This 
preoccupation became quite evident in the way in which he drew a 
person. He drew a man, but put earrings on the pe:rson1 and then 
became uncertain whether he had :really drawn a man or a woman. 
There was also considerable black shading. In the WlSC1 one of 
his answers to Vocabulary also reflected this p:reoycupation. Asked 
the definition of the word, nitroglycexine, he said --when a gun 
fire$$ somebody hides behind the hush; it gets in their eye. 
His projective stories :teflected vexy clearly his great in-
security concerning the relationship with boi:;h his father and 
mother. All his sto:ries actually deal With the problem of heing 
sent away by either fathex or m;otheri or :running away~ or getting 
lost. The stories reflect a great deal of anxietyi of resentment 
of the parents 1 behavior, and there are also distinctly depressive 
feelings. 
Qne O'utstanding "fceatUJ?EC of his behavior yv'hile telling the 
stories was his inability t 0 end them. The same indecision and 
doubt was evident in his test behavior during the WISC i where he 
found it difficult to come to an end cluxing the performance tests, 
thus lowering his score on the tests. All this seems to indicate 
that the child is already developing a distinctly compulsive trentll. 
In addition1 the;re is some withdrawa.l f:rom thinking, passivity 
in the face of difficulties$ and a disturb,ed perception of people 
and of their re:Lai:;ions to each other. A great deal of self-
devaluation is also evident. In shorti this boy is on the way to 
developing a neurosis" 
7.1 
The results of the W:CSC were; 
Verbal Scale I. Q. 104 
Performance Scale I. Q. 100 
Full Scale I. Q. 10.2. 
These results put him into the rqnge of normal intelligence. It 
seems that in spite of his q,nxieties and preoccupations, he is 
still able to function on a level which is average for his age 
group. From the scatter of the tests 1 however, one would conclude 
that his potential ability is higher than the$e te.st scores indicate. 
On Picture Completion, he had a superior score, while his low 
scores on Digit Span and his very low score on Picture Arrangement 
are diagnostic $igns for his difficulties in the area of human 
relations and d:enmmstrate that anxiety interferes with his ability 
to concehtrate~ 
Francis's condition is such that individual therapy for him 
and psychiatric counselling for the parents would be indicated. 
From past experience, however, I am somewhat doubtful whether the 
parents will be able to accept such a suggestion. 
CASE D{UMBER 9 
1. Problem of student a$ stated by the junior high school guidance 
department. 
This g-irl was :referrE?d to the guidance depa:dment by s-everal 
of her teachers because of academic difficulties. They report .that 
she ha:.s poor work habits, a short attention span.~ little or no 
interest in her school wo:rk, and makes practically no effort to 
achieve. Susan is a very ut\happy girl who seems to have given up 
on herself to the extent of not eve-n bothering to try. She also is 
lacking in social skills and does not get along well with her peer 
g-roup. Other .students laugh at her,. but for the mo.st part have 
learned to tolerate her, She continually throws herself at the 
boys and can be very annoying to them., 
tJ 
2. Evidence of problem as found in the student's permanent school 
records, 
Teacher1 s Comments- Grade One 
Susan is the younge::s:: ®'f two children. Her parents seem to 
take yery little interest in her. During a conferenQei her mother 
was polite,- but rath\7r sullen .• 
Susan has poor sodal habits.. She is not p.oli te and takes 
suggestions very poorlY• She doesnrt consider the rights of others 
and doesn't play well with others. She assumes little :responsibility . 
. Her Wprk habits .are poor in every way-. $he is repeating first 
grade this year,- and has n9 interest in work,- a:nd I fe$1 she doesn't 
like school. 
, 
$usan is a very uhhappy child and a: rather ciisagreeable one. 
Her older sister takes care of .Susan and is very nasty to her. 
Teacher r s Corrnnen_ts - Grade Two 
.Since the begit+hing of this year, Susan"s attitude has improved 
steadily; even so, she is still v,nhappy and has very low achievement 
standards and results. She seems to enjoy school this year, .Mo:re 
encouragement and help would improve her situation; however, her 
mother works and has little time for the children. 
Teacher's Comments - Grade Three 
Susan ha·s not been able to pull up her standards and did not 
become happier as a result of a decidely kindly and encouraging 
attitude from the teacher. Her motb,er decided that she would take 
a more strict attitude at home,- and the teacher decided to eliminate 
the extra attention and to use a more casual treatment. This method 
a.ppears to haye more success, at ieast in the area: of completed 
worki though not in improved quality~ 
Teacherts Comments - Grade Four 
$usan is trying to ma.ke a happy adjustment to school• Mother 
says that she is ha.ppier in school this year tha.n she has ever been. 
Her a.ttention. span is short, and she is easily diverted by small 
distractions. Boweve.:r:,- when she pays strict attention1 she can. 
accomplish :much. 
Her mother is very co-operative and says that she will help 
Susan at home. 
--
Teache~ts Comments - Grade Five 
I called Mrs. :for this conference because Susan has been 
doing very little work and that yery poorly. $he appeared, sincerely 
surprised and d.isappointed at what I showed her. She seemed to feel 
that Susan was capable of good work. I explained that Susan was of 
low average ability. I also informed her that Susan was reading 
low third grade. She felt tha.t if pressure was brought to bear that 
Susan would soon be doing fifth grade work in all subjects. I tried 
to tell her that Susan wouldntt. I don"t feel that Mrs. 
believed this, 
_she insisted on homework every night for Susan. I am asking 
Susan to write a paragraph without help from her mother. The results 
have been excellent; I am su.:re mother is correcting them and helping 
her a great deal. 
susan is a most unhappy youngster and is alway$ fighting with 
her classmates. She is very much disliked by them .• 
In a second and. later conference with Mrs~ i I informed 
her that Susan is doing much l:),etter in getting along with her class-
mates. I also told her that Susan withdraws and does next to nothing 
under pressu;r;-e. When praise is extended,. she does her best work. 
Susan is beginning to show a defeated attitude. H an assign-
ment is made which requires any thinking~-- she does not attempt it.-
Her attention ?pan is about five minutes. 
Mother said she is completely confused and cannqt understand 
her daughter. 
In a, finai conference with Mrs. ___ I informed her that I 
felt this had been a wasted year for Susan in an academic respect. 
I stated that I felt that teachers could do little until Susan 
found herself. I also suggested. that perhaps professional help 
might bring her out of her defeatism and lback of attentiqn span. 
Mother said the third grade teacher had suggested. this al,so, but 
fathex wovld not hear of it~ He said that she wa~ just lazy. She 
said she would. approacl1 him again about it. 
Teacher 1 s Comments - Grade S1x 
Moi:;hE;:r asked ;for homework. Susan has had a good deal and 
seldom gets it don~· Much of the classwork is beyond her ability, 
and she needs constant help. Susan is not very well liked by her 
classmates and seems always to be involved with, someone. 
Psychologist TJ s Report 
susant>s permanent school record$ cqntain a psychologistts 
report made at the fourth grade level. The r~port states that 
Susan t s test behavior -~ was rather quiet,· but friendly. She seemed 
not at all concerned about being taken out of the classroom by a 
stranger1 but immediately fell into conversation with the examiner, 
She answered questions readily, and occasionally volunteered 
in:l;ormation about herself or her family, She is very happy in 
school this year, and is particularly fond of ;her teacher.. S:he 
likes reading, but admits that she has d.ifficulty with it_, and 
also that she finds arithmetic hard to understand. Du:ting the 
testing:; Susan was interested but not.concerned with how well she 
was doing. She was pleased when tql<;i she had done something well~ 
but was able to take inferior perfo.:rmance or even failure in stride. 
She was able to cri ticiz:e her own pe:dormance1 and realized that 
there were certain things that she was not doing welL $he also 
expressed her sympathy at the examine:rts ha,ving to write so much 
and. offered to make her a,nswers sho.:rter. Actual1y1 her .responses 
were of average lengtht a,nd were generally concis.e and fairly well 
worded. She appeared to enjoy what she was doing? eyen though she 
did make a :few comments about sitting still so longt and at one 
point reprimanded herself for wiggling so much. Her attention was 
yery well controlled. Once or twice she indicated that she thought 
the examiner might not believe her, or think her silly1 bu.t she 
readily accepted. as:Su:tance to the contrary. 
The tests administe.:red were: 
Revised Stanford-Binet (M) · 
Goodenough Draw-A-Man Test 
Rorschach Ink Blot Test 
Results on the stanford-Binet were: 
M. A. 
I. Q· 
10 years1 8 months 
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Base Age- 8 yea.rs 
Scatter - 8 - 13 years. 
Results were very uneven, with a double base age1 since all 
testq were passed a.t the ten-yea..r level as we-ll as at the eight-
year leveL At the upper end of the range1 the sam,e phenomenon 
occurred1 in that no tests were passed at twelve years,. while 
several items were passed at thirteen years. Susan was most 
successful in dealing with practical situations. The simple-r and 
more familiar the situation was, the better able she was to deal 
with iL She has a real difficulty in hand-eye co-ordination, 
which came to light in her -efforts to reproduce drawing's ;from 
memory. She was quite unab-le to draw diamond-shaped figuresi and 
realized that her reproduction$ were incorrect. Her vocabulary,. 
as ;indicated by ability to define apstract words., is somewhat 
bettei' than average for her age. Memory for verbal material 
reproduced verbatim is good, but grasp of ideas from material read 
to her was inferior. 
When asked to Q.raw a person, Susan ili!IlJ,e<;iiately drew a woman, 
with profile head and no features, very primative arms,. and no 
clothing clearly indicated except shoes. When asked to draw a man, 
she produced an even less mature figu.re~ Whether Susan was inhibited 
from making a greater effort to complete- this- task satisfa.ctorily by 
her conviction that she cannot draw well,- by actual emotional 
immaturity, or by serious perceptual difficulties such as re-flected 
by her drawing of a diamond;· cannot be determined Without further 
investigation. 
Susan greatly enjoyed the ink blots, and produced a surprising 
amouht of materia.l in yiew of her presumably just-a:vera,ge intelligence • 
. She displayed on the one hand an active and vivid fantasy life. On 
the otherl she is acutely sensitive to what is going on around her, 
and is able to control her reactions to it little or not at all,. 
She is attracted by both markedly aggressive behavior and by delicate 
and pretty things with about eq_ual enthusiasm. On the whole, one gets 
the impression of a very complex personality given to acting out) to 
inventing situatiol-rs to me-et her needs, and to ambivalence in 
emotional reactions. The above impressions are gained from super-
ficial study of the record, which contains more material than is here 
indicated. 
On the C·alifo.rnia: test of Mental Maturity, Susan obtained the 
following scores: 
Grade One r. Q. 115 
-Grade One (Repeated) r. Q. 107 
Grade Th:J;-ee r. Q~ 99 
Grade Five r. Q. 69 
Grade SiX L Q· 64 
CHAPTER V 
SUMMARY, CONCLUSIONS, AN,D RECOMMENDATIONS 
1. Stimmary 
This study, t4rough its review of the literature, provides a 
selection of some of the recent literature and thinking concerning 
the important questionOf guidance at the elementary school level. 
The review is divided into three categories and deals with each 
one separately.. These. categ(')ries are: (1) the need for guidance 
at the elementary school level; (2.) the need for guidance specialists, 
at the elementary school level, and (3) the role of the guidance 
specialist at the elementary school level. 
This study also contains an in-vestigation conducted to determine 
if student problems that are now handled by the junior high school 
guidance staff were, in fact~ already in existence at the elementary 
school leveL Summaries of actual cases of seventh grade students, who 
had either sought the help of the junior high school guidance personnel 
themselves, or had been referred to the guidance department by their 
teachers~ in order to obtain professional help ih solving their problems, 
were obtained fxom the junior high school guidance department. The 
permanent school records of the student in- each of these cases was 
investigated to discover if any evidence could be found indicating that 
these problems had existed at the elementary school level. Any such 
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evidence found was extracted from the studentts permanent school 
:records and p:res.ented in this study. 
2. Conclusions 
As a :result of this study; a conclusion can he drawn that many 
student problems that a:re now handled by the junior high school 
guidance staff were, in fact, already in existence at the elementary 
school level. In nine o'f the eleven cases., whe:t:'e the students 
permanent school :r~¢o:t:'ds were available> evidence was found which 
indicated that the p:t:'oblems which were brought by the seventh grade 
junior high school students to the junior high school guidance staff 
had al:ready existed at the elementary school level. With the entrance 
of each of these children into the ~unio:r high school, the staff was 
faced with new student problems which they must then try to solve. 
For th~ child, howev~:r? it was just the same old problems carried 
over with him hom the elementary setting to the junior high school 
setting. 
Closely :related to the above is the conclusion that many problems 
have their origin du:ring childhood years, and that these problems d0 
not just disappear with, the. passage of time? but :ra the:r ~ must be 
treated and worked with a,nd solved,_ or they will continue on through 
the years. 
A third conclusion which can be. drawn from this study is that 
these problems which are carried over from the elementary school level 
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to the junior high school leyel are, for the most part, tremendously 
inipo:rtant problems. They are not problems such as what college should 
I go to,, should I take French o:r Latin~ should I study to be a lawyer 
o:r a doctor, etc.i but :rather problems such as :rejection by parents_, 
one o:r both, rejection by pee.:rs; serious parental lack of understanding 
of the child, loss of s.elf-confidence, self-assurance, and self-
respect due to mental, social, o:r physical handicaps o:r limitations. 
They are problems which are basic and fundamental to the normal healthy, 
happy growth of the _child. They are problems which if allowed to continue 
on unsolved cah_twist, warp, and lead to an unhappy and maladjusted 
individual. 
This is not to say that students at the junior high school do not 
haye such problems; for certainly many students al;: the junior high 
and senior high schools can be found with these problems. However, 
after working on. this study_, I believe that mo~t~· su.ch: trio:tvidua ls 'had 
the same problems in elementary school. 
A fourth conclusion to be d:rawn from this study is that in permitting 
these problems which existed at the elementary school level to go on 
unaided until junior high school, we are giving them the opportunity 
to become more serious, more deep-rooted, and more :resistant to treatment. 
The final conclusion drawn from this study is that there is a 
definite lack of and need for guidance specialists at the elementary 
school leveL Certainly the fact that children at the elementary school 
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level do have these problems is suffiCient to warrant the presence 
of guidance specialists at the elementary school level. The guidance 
specialist can work with the child, the teache:r, the parents~, the 
principal, and other specialists in SGlving·p:roblems. He can 
coordinate and organize all the activities and services which can be 
brought to bear on a problem so as to achieve maxim,um :results. He 
can use his own special skills, training, and knowledge in solving the 
problem. Certainly the presence of such a person at the 'elemerita':ry 
school leyel would be of immense value and assistance in solving . 
o:r at least alleviating problems which a:re now carried over by the 
child into the junior high school. 
3. Recommendations 
In view of the great and vital need for improved and increased 
guidance services at the elemebta:ry school leyel, the w:rite:r would 
like to make the following :recommendations. 
First, that more guidance specialists be proVided for the 
students at the elementary school level. 
Second., that in school systems where guidance specialis,ts a:re 
not available at the elementary school leyel 1 arrangements should be 
made, if possible, fD:r the secondary school guidance pe:rsonnel to 
conduct in-serVice training for the e.lementary school staff. 
Three, that teacher training p:rograms be developed to include 
more courses in the area of guidance. 
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